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it might be that you’ve seen that computer architecture information on youtube, however, you’d probably be surprised that there’s nothing on
youtube about how to carry out the basic tasks of a computer. this is the problem that i am solving. what will this lecture be about? my primary

purpose is to teach people how to build a computer by myself. i will use the “show and tell” method, where i will show the basic design of a
computer using an imaginary board, then i will show the assembly of the board. a microprocessor is a unit that is embedded in a computer. it

has its own circuits (usually cache , processor level , processor transition ) and it controls the other parts of the computer. it performs the basic
machine instructions. there are several reasons why we use a computer. for example: computers let us write code, which we can use to make
our lives easier, like (function() { alert('this function runs'); }());. it’s a language that lets us make our thoughts easier to understand. we can
input information into a computer, like (hello, my name is foo) and it will automatically organize and format it into something that’s easier to
read, like (hello foo). this saves us a lot of time. we can then process that information using the computer, like (a + b) and it will make a new

result for us. we can do science, which lets us make our own discoveries and figure out the universe
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you can't get an iphone without having to spend an extra $1000 to
get the newest one. but did you know that there are dozens of

compilers available to support the iphone cpu architecture ? there
are more than 10 compilers available on the market which support

the iphone processor. with the ever-growing popularity of the iphone
platform, our goal is to present you with the reasons, reasoning and
motivations that support the iphone hardware as well as the current

crop of iphone compilers. you will also have a taste of why the
iphone is the most advanced platform and most intensive

computation platform currently available. at this point, you may be
asking yourself: “how can the iphone be so different? it is essentially
just another pc, right?”. well, the iphone is a microprocessor, which

means it is an embedded system where the operating system is
executed in the embedded microprocessor, as opposed to a full-
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blown operating system, which makes it different from your pc. the
most important distinguishing feature of the iphone is its power

consumption. ibm cites this in their developer materials, stating that
“ about 50 times more power is required to operate an iphone than a

desktop pc.” this is an important distinction to be aware of when
programming for the iphone. another distinguishing feature of the

iphone is its multitasking. rather than having a fixed software
architecture of processes, (like a unix type of system), the iphone
allows multiple applications to run in the background at the same

time. this characteristic makes the iphone ideal for executing large-
scale computation applications. the iphone constantly monitors

itself, allowing the applications to be “lightened” if they have less
processing to do. as long as the applications are processing the data
in a manner that does not interfere with other processing, the iphone

will not drop them and only lighten their runtime so they consume
less battery life. applications must be written to this general plan.
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